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Background

What is Prediction?
Prediction is a statement about an uncertain event in the future. It is often, 

but not always, based upon facts, evidence, experience or knowledge. Al-

though guaranteed accurate information about the future in many cases are 

impossible, prediction can be useful to assist in making plans about possible 

developments. So far, it has been universally applied to all walks of life, espe-

cially in Economic field.

Development of Prediction Industry
As the form of prediction changes, there are three parts of the prediction in-

dustry, including Polls, Market Prediction and Platforms of Blockchain Predic-

tion.

Before the advent of the Market Prediction, Polls was the main way of col-

lecting people's views on future events but there were some drawbacks such 

as relatively high cost and low precision, etc.

Market Prediction motivated the public and improved the precision of pre-

diction by adopting 

the core mechanism of “Pricing Predicting Behaviors” and “Rewarding Ac-

curate Predictions”. 

Limitations of Market Prediction 

Modern economists Friedrich Hayek and Ludwig von Mises made an argu-

ment for the economic theory behind the Market Prediction in 1945. Rovski, 
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cial finance columnist, working in New Yorker, also called Market Prediction 

as "the wisdom of the group" in 2004, and proposed three essential require-

ments for collective intelligence: Information Diversity, Independent Deci-

sion, and Decentralized Organization.

The Online Market Prediction has developed for 30 years and still applied in 

partial academic researches as well as inside the single enterprise. Its main 

restriction lies in different regulatory policies in different regions, which 

limits the number of participants in the Market Prediction and makes it diffi-

cult to provide the large-scale and diversified sample of the best prediction. 

Market Prediction Transform——Blockchain
With the development of Blockchain technology, prediction quiz has always 

been popular and labeled as "Match Blockchain Perfectly". As the scenario of 

prediction becomes more diverse, users’ attentions on prediction has been 

raised.

At first, use virtual currency rather than fiat money to participate in predic-

tion.

In the regulatory system of some countries and regions, it can make the free 

trade more convenient and widely spread more users’ opinions, thus im-

proving the precision and diversity of prediction.

Furthermore, Blockchain helps to improve the transparency, authenticity and 

tamper resistance of the prediction in Contract Transaction. The Blockchain 

Market Prediction possess higher operational efficiency for the characteris-

tics of Blockchain, such as automatic execution of Smart Contracts and the 
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convenient payment based on Blockchain.

Strategy of Prediction
In the first phase, Prediction will focus on the first point mentioned above, 

and lower the threshold for motivating participants by using USDT to partici-

pate in the prediction. Besides, its incentive-driven token, PT, will be issued 

based on the algorithm of POC (Proof of Contribution).

In the second phase, Prediction will be based entirely on Smart Contract so 

that the participants can participate in the prediction more flexibly and freely. 

Blockchain Smart Contract will help to create Contract of Events Prediction 

and support the services such as Continuous Trading Behaviors between 

Buyers and Sellers, and the Withdrawals of the Earnings Once the Contract 

Expired Finally.
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Professional & Dedicated
Predict the price trends of BTC or ETH in the early age

Available to predict more customized scenarios in the 

future

New Incentive Mode
Creative the Proof of Contribution (POC) Mining Mode

Creative Token burnt mode to strengthen token-hold-

ers’ confidence

All Users Participated in
Only 1USDT for Experiencing One Prediction

Platform Features
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Platform Features

Cutting-edge Technology
Instant and Efficient Prediction 

Convenient Operation for Users

Conduct Prediction Anywhere
Android，iOS Download will be Available

Customer Focus
Professional Standards & Quality Service
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PT(Predict Token)
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Rights and Interests of PT
The First Stage: Users gain PT by participating in the prediction based on 

the PoC algorithm. PT holders can put PT into different prize pools. And 

after winning the prize, those PT will be burnt.

The Second Stage: PT will support the creation of Customized Events Pre-

diction Scenario based on the Blockchain, and users can create prediction 

scenarios by paying a certain amount of PT. The odds and options for this 

type of prediction scenario are customized by the creator. The creator can 

get profits from the scenario and draw more community users' attention to 

participate in the activities they hold.

What is PT? 
PT is the Predict Token that issued by Predict 

platform based on the Proof of Contribution 

(POC) algorithm and under ERC20 standard. 

The total volume of PT is 1,000,000,000，

which will not be more issued.



PT Initial Distribution
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50%

10%

10%

10%

20%

total volume

Total Volume
The total volume of PT is up to 1,000,000,000, with 50% generated by Com-

munity Mining, 10% for Private Sale, 20% for PT Foundation, 10% for Team 

and 10% for Strategic Investors.

Strategic Investors 
10% of total volume of PT will be distributed to strategic investors as rewards 

for their great contributions to the future plan of Predict.

All will be blocked and unblocked in batches. 30% of it will be unblocked 

when the product is launched officially, and then 10% of it will be unlocked 

monthly.
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Private Sale
10% of total volume of PT will be distributed to Private Sale, which is an op-

portunity that Predict offers for the investors who realize their values for the 

long-term development of the platform.

Team
10% of total volume of PT will be distributed to Team for its recruitment, 

R&D expenses, operating expenditures, etc.

All will be blocked and unblocked in batches. At least 10% of it will be un-

blocked monthly depending on the situation, when the product is launched 

officially.

PT Foundation 
20% of total volume of PT will be distributed to PT Foundation for its devel-

opment, operation and promotion.

All will be blocked and unblocked in batches. At least 10% of it will be un-

blocked monthly depending on the situation, when the product is launched 

officially.

Community Mining
Users who make contributions to Predict by participating in the prediction 

can gain the corresponding proportion of PT by mining.



Team & Foundation Share Unblocked Instructions
On the day of unblocked PT in each month, the Team and Foundation will 

decide whether to unblock based on the actual operation. To enhance the 

confidence of PT holders, the PT will not be unblocked when the budgets for 

operation is adequate. The PT unblocked can be accumulated to the next 

period whether to be unlocked or not, which will depend on Team’s inten-

tion and its actual operation.

Team Assets Transparency
The Team and Foundation share address will be announced to the users 

in the community group whenever the share changes.

Meanwhile, the product development progress and team revenues and 

expenditures will be announced in the monthly report, including team 

operation, product development, promotion expenses, and changing 

data of PT held by the team, etc.
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PT Issued & Burn
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There are eight steps of the whole prediction and PT issued & Burn. Predic-

tion will support more predictions for a variety of scenarios.

Start prediction

End of Prediction

PT Mining

Contribute Bonuses to the Prize Pool

PT Betting

Distribute Bonuses

PT Burn

PT
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Start prediction
Participants bet on the principal to participate in the prediction based on 

various indicators of BTC prices and their own experience and knowledge. 

Confirm three elements as below to predict:

1.The Principal Amount. With a minimum amount of 1USDT each time, use 

the extremely convenient digital currency as the unit of the bet.

2. Price. That is, the Strike Price. After a round of prediction, compare the 

Strike Price with the Expired Price.

    

3. Changing Price. High or Low.

End of Prediction

Results of Evaluation
The results will be counted at the end of each round.

Correct Prediction : Expired Price > Strike Price, and the order with rising 

price; Expired Price < Strike Price, and the order with dropping price

Incorrect Prediction : Expired Price < Strike Price, and the order with rising 

price; Expired Price > Strike Price, and the order with dropping price
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Strike Price < Expired Price
Rising Price (Correct Prediction)

Strike Price < Expired Price
Dropping Price(Incorrect Prediction)

Strike Price > Expired Price
Rising Price (Incorrect Prediction)

Strike Price > Expired Price
Dropping Price(Correct Prediction)

Expired Price

Bonus Distribution
Correct Prediction Odds  CR=70%;

Incorrect Prediction Return Ratio  RR=15%;

Revenues of Each Party (when the prediction is over):

Revenues of Correct Prediction Party = Betting Principal * (1 + CR);

Revenues of Incorrect Prediction Party= Betting Principal*RR;

Revenues of the Prize Pool = 15% of the total principal of the Incorrect Pre-

diction Party will be contributed to the prize pool.
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PT Issued
At the end of a round, the Incorrect Prediction Party can get partial return of 

principal (betting principal *RR) and can gain the corresponding proportion 

of PT by mining according to the POC (Proof of Contribution) algorithm.

About the prize pool
Prize Pool Design
Initially, the Minimum Amount for the prize pool is 10,000USDT.

The Total Prizes putting in the pool is required to be more than or equal to 

the Minimum Amount, and the new prize pool will not open until the next 

hour (at integral point). 

Minimum Amount of new pools = Minimum Amount of Previous Pool 

+10,000USDT.

As shown in the following figure:

2018年04月08日 10:00 11:00 12:00

01

0/10000USDT

01

9990/10000USDT

01

19854/10000USDT

02

0/20000USDT

Closed

New
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For example:
The initial prize pool number was 00001, the start-up time was 10:00:00 on 

April 8th, 2018, and the minimum amount was 10,000 USDT;

The amount of prize accumulated in the prize pool was up to 9,990USDT at 

11:00:00, April 8th, 2018, which did not meet the requirements of the mini-

mum amount of the prize pool. Therefore, the prizes in the next duration was 

still contributed to the prize pool No. 00001, and no new prize pool open;

The amount of prize accumulated in the prize pool was up to 15,000USDT at 

12:00:00, April 8th, 2018, which met the requirements of the minimum 

amount of the prize pool. 

Therefore, the final accumulated prizes of the No.00001 prize pool was 

15,000 USDT, and the new prize pool No.00002 open. And the minimum 

amount of No.00002 was 20,000 USDT.

Prize Distribution
When the prize pool is decided, the next step is to distribute the prize.

There are two parts, PartA and PartB:

PartA accounts for 80% of the total prize in the pool and the prize will be 

distributed to contributors to the prize pool. The specific rules are as follows:
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PartB is PT Burn Incentive, accounting for 20% of the total prizes in the pool, 

Part A 80%

Part B 20%

Mike

Jack

Tom

John

01Prize Pool 15,000USDT

Contributed Amount: 5000 

Contributed Amount: 4000

Contributed Amount: 3500

Contributed Amount: 2500

Mike
5000USDT 

Jack
4000USDT 

 Tom
3000USDT 
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Roadmap 

January, 2018

Conducted Feasible Researches 

February, 2018 

Built the Team

March, 2018

Established Overseas Foundation

April, 2018

Launched Projects

August, 2018

Publish the White paper, Website

August, 2018

Private Placement

October, 2018

APP available

Fourth Quarter, 2018

App officially launched & Prediction of BTC Price Trends Available

Fourth Quarter, 2018

Start POC Mining Mode & Launch Token Burnt Plan

First Quarter, 2019

Available to predict more scenarios
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Contact us 
Join the Predict Telegram Group (https://t.me/Predict_token)， to interact 

with millions of users at any time and place.




